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	GPS Limitations:

There are many different types of GPS receivers out there with differing capabilities. I created all of my data in a way that they can even be used on most basic or older units. The GPS does not have to be able to display a map to benefit from this information. The following list reflects my desire to allow widest usability of the trail data.

Waypoints ==> Locations that are manually marked


	AKA "Points Of Interest" or POI
	I limit length to 8 characters (any longer and they are hard to read)
	The first 2 to 4 letters are capitalized and are the same for all waypoints in a route to help group/identify them
	These first 2 to 4 letters are used as the map key
	Waypoint comments are limited to 16 characters on older devices
	There are many different waypoint symbol sets out there. These icon sets may vary even between versions of a GPS model
	Mapping these symbols between units is problematic
	Garmin 76Csx symbols are used in files I provide
	Use my GPXl8r application to translate them for other types of GPS units
	Lowrance units also have un-named points they refer to as "icons". You can't search for them, but they appear on the map



Routes ==> A group of locations that you visit in a set order

	
	Originally I limited to 30 points per route for older Magellan compatibility
	Most newer models handle 50 or more, but I now try to limit them just for documentation simplicity
	Route names are limited to 13 characters in length
	Routes can be traversed in either direction, although waypoint comments may not make sense if you do.





Tracks ==> Automatically recorded points that show where you've been or want to follow.


	AKA "Bread Crumbs" or "Trails"
	I limit Track names to 13 characters - (National Geographic limit)
	Limited to 250 points per track for earlier Garmin units. (Relaxed recently as most units now handle 500)
	On Garmin units, the active tracklog can hold more points than saved tracks. The track is automatically simplified when saved
	I've manually tweaked these track points to represent the actual travel as closely as possible
	Because of the point limitations, they do not follow every twist & turn in the trail, especially on long stretches where you don't have any path options
	The number of tracks that can be saved on a GPS or viewed at one time varies per GPS.



GPS Accuracy ==> Varies

	Depends on how well spread apart the "viewable" satellites are
	Virtually all units made since late 2005 are WAAS enabled, allowing as close as 10 foot accuracy
	WAAS is less usable the farther North you go in the US
	Typical estimated position error is in the range of 20-30 feet for most of the spots I mark
	Heavily wooded/steep areas typically have higher error potential
	Rock walls can reflect strong signals causing significant errors


 


Mapped Track Accuracy ==> Varies

	As indicated above, it varies with the length of trail and how straight the trails are
	It is usually close enough to let you know which side of a street it was recorded on
	Larger discrepancies may show on trail sections where you don't have turn choices


Trail Organization:

Colorado Trails are split into several groups to help make working with them more manageable.  I initially split them based on their relationship to the confluence of the Platte River & Cherry Cr.

	CO_DS ==> Trails that are south of, or water drains ino the Platte River below the Cherry Cr confluence
	CO_DN ==> Trails that are north of or water drains into the Platte River above the Cherry Cr confluence
	CO_FN ==> Trails outside and north of metro area. Arbitrary cut: (Boulder/Brighton on to Ft Collins/Greeley)
	CO_CR ==> Trails in Douglas county south of the metro area e.g. Franktown, Castle Rock, Larkspur
	CO_CS ==> Trails in El Paso county and S
	CO_70  ==> Trails along I70 in the mountains


Trail Documentation:

I maintain both text and spreadsheet trail documentation for all of my mapped trails.  Documentation provides route statistics, waypoints, comments, notes and connecting trails.

Spreadsheet format ==> Microsoft Excel

	Separate sheet for overview and each trail
	Prints one page per trail
	Sheets hyperlinked to/from overview page and connecting trails


 


PDF format ==>

	PDF version of above spreadsheet - for those w/o excel or don't want to edit information
	Hyperlinks do not work here


 


HTML format ==>

	Separate files for overview and each trail (HTML version of spreadsheet)
	May print more than one page per sheet
	Hyperlinks show but do not function


 


Map Key ==> 

	I use a unique 2 to 4 character abbreviation for each track
	Key is used on maps to make them easier to read
	Key is used as the prefix for trail waypoint names
	Key is used as track & route name to keep things short & simple
	Key is color coded to track


 


Color Coding ==> 

	Each trail has a color
	There are a limited number of colors I use for trails
	Available track and route colors vary by GPS and mapping or documentation software
	I try not to have two trails with the same color crossing
	Color printing can be problematic as colors may not appear as on monitor
	Some trail colors blend in with background on Topo and others on Satellite imagery
	Some GPS units allow you to set a color for specific tracks: I try to approximate key color. (Garmin, DeLorme & GPX format only of course, National Geographic is very limited)


 

GPS formats:

There are a lot of ways to store & transfer the data, I provide these:

GPS Exchange Format: .gpx

	This is the de facto standard for GPS information exchange, and is a form of XML
	Many software applications read/write this format, including most manufacturers.


DeLorme Format:.an1, .anr & .pmo

	Used with their Topo USA & 3D Quad software
	.an1 stores waypoints, map symbols and track & trail items (also .an2 for Topo NA)
	.anr stores route data
	.pmo files are map overlays
	Since DeLorme started supporting .gpx, I no longer provide routes and tracks for this format
	I provide a draw layer for each zone of the tracks and waypoint files using PN20/40/60 symbols
	I now provide a map file that allows the entire trail network to be shown on PN20/40/60 by just copying it.


National Geographic: .tpo

	Another major consumer mapping contender, very easy to use
	Not as powerful as DeLorme, so it is much simpler to operate
	Since they started supporting .gpx, I only provide a file with all tracks for zone in it
	You can't output track data from this product


Google Earth: .kml or .kmz (compressed)

	Google Earth also reads .gpx files
	My GPSxl8r software can output with appropriate symbols & colors


You can use the free GPSbabel software to convert between these and many other formats.

My GPSxl8r software can help maintain track symbol usability between vendors.
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	Sorry for not updating website for a while

	Too many outside tasks/events needed tending 
	Working on local updates first
	Will work on weather report fix
	Maps on Zone Tabs may take a while to replace


 

Fall 2020

	Website active updates
	Updates Pending

	CO_FN G4P Goose Cr, 4 Mile Cr, Foothills Pky (28th  St) ongoing construction
	CO_70 DRL + SVT trail changes waiting onsite verification





 

Spring 2018

	Issue with  Garmin Map overlay creation corrected, updated overlay
	Joomla 3.8.10


 

Fall 2017

	Updated to Joomla 3.8
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Summer 2016

	Contact Us Form working 8/2/2016
	Joomla updated to 3.6


 

Spring 2016

	Udated Website to Joomla 3.5.1


 

March 1 2015

	Website migrated to Joomla 3.4
	More responsive to different size devices
	Area tabs now include weather feeds
	Area tabs match style of data table above it
	Slideshows have more modern appearance




 August 2014

	Updated GPSlxl8r to include file name in .gpx along with other metadata info e.g copyright etc controllable via the default translation file.




July 2014 updates

	Developed new program, GPX_XML_batch, to convert all GPX files in a directory to GPX or GPX2img combined file
	Automatically sets proper highway type for track color
	Automatically translates 'bike trail ' & some other waypoints to suitable POI in map overlay
	Will make Garmin Map Overlay process a lot easier/quicker.
	Zone GPX files will now also contain a .gpx file containing all waypoints, routes & tracks for zone


 

March 2014 site updates

	Joomla & PHP now current
	Backups current
	DataTable & slideshow modules
	Improvements in mobile viewing




View on GPS or Phone via OSM

	Open Street Map has my trails +
	OSM can be loaded on Garmin GPS
	Its Free, easily updated
	http://garmin.openstreetmap.nl/


  

July - Riding Again!

April- added map links on slide show tabs - see trails using and interactive map with Open Street Map Topo. (Other maps may be selected)

Shoulder Injury - Unable to ride

Click on trail to get it's information

Modified my GPSxl8r program to allow me to filter out routes and/or Waypoints that showed when viewed in Google Maps as opposed to Google Earth.

Follow my Trail Mapping via my Spot Communicator

Building new computer & acquiring my first smart phone have been keeping me very busy.

Will be testing awesome new bike headlamp & new saddle during March, will add info in a new "GeoBiking Equipment" tab under "About Us" tab.

Magellan said they will provide me with developer tools to create maps for their Explorist X10 series

June 2012

	Surgery kept me from riding this month
	Updated GeoBiking Presentation for new site
	Solidified Nicolas Mollet Icon set for GPSxl8r & uploaded
	Uploaded current version of the GPSxl8r application!


 

April 2012

	 Fleshed out site
	Added "Contact us" form
	Google Earth random slideshow on "Welcome Page"
	Added Trail Slideshows for CO_FN, CO_DS & CO_DN zones
	Transferred Website from Office Live on 4/27/12


 

March 2012

	 Got ARI-Soft- data tables & slideshows working
	Resized images for 3 slideshows
	Picked up Core Design FAQ, Glossary & Accordion plug-ins
	Had to get their help to get things working




February 2012

	Started building GeoBiking.Info site
	Working with ARI "data tables" and ARI "Image Slideshows"
	Selected Clarion "Rocket Theme" for site
	GPSxl8r now outputs .kml & handles Magellan Explorist 10 series
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	Summer 2020 Trails


	New = CO_DN EW      - Erie West
	New = CO_70 GROS  - Gunnison River Bluffs / Old Spanish Trail
	Mod = CO_DN 120      - 120th Ave MUP
	Mod = CO_DN BDC     - Big Dry Cr
	Mod = CO_DN COA     - Coal Cr
	Mod = CO_DN CY        - Commerce City
	Mod = CO_DN FCN     - Farmers Canal N
	Mod = CO_DN GH       - Grange Hall
	Mod = CO_FN HSL      - Hyland Standley Cr
	Mod = CO_DN PRN     - Platte River N
	Mod = CO_DN VBW     - Van Bibber W
	Mod = CO_DN VRE      - Vista Ridge Erie
	Mod = CO_DS BDS      - Big Dry Cr S
	Mod = CO_DS HCW    - Highline Canal W
	Mod = CO_DS PRS     - Platte River S
	Mod = CO_FN BSB      - Boulder S Boulder Cr
	Mod = CO_FN CFP      - C Fromme Prairie
	Mod = CO_FN LBT       - Loveland Big Thompson
	Mod = CO_FN LRN      - Loveland Recreation Tr N
	Mod = CO_FN PFC      - Poudre River Ft Collins
	Mod = CO_FN PLFC    - Power Line Ft Collins
	Mod = CO_FN SVC      - St Vrain Cr
	Mod = CO_70 CCC      - Clear Cr Canyon


 

Fall 2019 Updates:

	New = CO_DN US2     - Highway 2
	Mod = CO_DN SC       - Sand Cr
	Mod = CO_DN CY       - Commerce City
	Mod = CO_DN 104E   - 104th MUP E
	Mod = CO_DS HC       - Happy Canyon
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Spring 2018 Trails:

	New = CO_FN LRN      - Loveland Rec N
	Mod = CO_FN PLFC    - PowerLine FC
	Mod = CO_FN LBT       - Loveland BigThompson
	Mod = CO_FN LBL       - Loveland Boyd Lake
	Mod = CO_FN MFE     - Mason St  Fossil Cr
	Mod = CO_FN EBT      - E Boulder Trail
	Mod = CO_FN BSB     - Boulder Cr - S Boulder Cr
	Mod = CO_FN LHC     - Left Hand Cr
	Mod = CO_FN NL        - Niwot Loop
	Mod = CO_FN BSC     - Bear Cr - Skunk Cr - Centennial
	New = CO_CS GOGR - Garden of the Gods Road
	New = CO_CS GOGM - Garden of the Gods MTB
	Mod = CO_DN SC        - Sand Cr
	Mod = CO_DN NFS     - N Field Stapleton
	Mod = CO_DS HCE    - Highline Canal E


 

Spring 2017 Trails:

	New = CO_70 ELT   -  Eagle Loop Trail
	New = CO_70 GYP   - Gypsum I70 Path
	New = CO_FN PWR  - PineWood Res /Shockley OS
	New = CO_DS EGGP - Evergreen Pky to Genesee
	Mod = CO_FN PFC    - Poudre River FC extended on W
	Mod = CO_DN MFO   - MetzgerFarmOS new paths & TH
	Mod = CO_DN 120     - 120th MUP underground @ BDC
	Mod = CO_DN PRN   - Platte N 104th to 120th


Fall 2016 Trails:

	Mod = CO_DN PRN - Platte River N


 

Summer 2016 Trails:

	New = CO_70 CCC - Clear Cr Canyon
	New = CO_CR LMO - Lincoln Mtn OS
	Mod = CO_CS ML - Midland OS
	Mod = CO_CS SCN - Sand Cr N
	Mod = CO_DS - EG - Evergreen


 

Spring 2016 Trails:

	New = CO_FN HYL   - Harmony Bike Lanes
	Mod  = CO_FN PGW - Poudre River Greeley
	New = CO_DN 120    - 120th Ave MUP
	Merge = CO_DN HFL+HOF into HFO
	Mod = CO_DN MFO  - Metzger Farm OS
	Mod = CO_DN EBG  - Elake Branter Gulch
	Mod = CO_DN DM   - Davidson Mesa
	Mod = CO_DN 36B  - US 36 Bikeway
	Mod = Many others with connections to above


 

Fall 2015 Trails:

	New = CO_CS ARP  - Arkansas River Pueblo
	New = CO_CS LP     - Lake Pueblo Marinas
	New = CO_CS RWF - River Walk Fountain
	New = CO_CS WHC - Wild Horse City
	Mod = CO_FN SFC   - Spring Cr FC


 

Summer 2015 Trails:

	New = CO_FN RR - Reservoir Ridge
	New = CO_DN 36B - US 36 Bikeway
	New = CO_DN NTM - N Table Mtn Loop
	New = CO_DN NTMO - N Table Mtn Other
	Mod = CO_FN FFC - Ft Horse FC
	Mod = CO_FN MFE - Mason Fossil Cr
	Mod = CO_FN SFC - Spring Cr FC
	Mod = CO_FN PFC - Poudre River FC
	Mod = CO_DN COA - Coal Cr
	Mod = CO_DN L2L - Lake to Lake
	Mod = CO_DN GLY - Golden Leyden
	Mod = CO_DN G47 - Golden C470
	Mod = CO_FN 2BL - Broomfield 2 Longmont
	Mod = CO_DS CCS - Cherry Cr S
	Mod = CO_DS HC - Happy Canyon
	Mod = CO_DS WSG - Weir Sanderson Gulch




May 2015 Trails:

	New = CO_70 CLA - Connected Lakes Audubon
	New = CO_70 MRL - Monument Rd Lanes
	New = CO_70 RM - Redlands Mesa
	New = CO_70 RRP - Redlands & Riverside Pkys
	New = CO_70 RBP - RiverBend Park
	New = CO_70 RFE - River Front Tr E
	New = CP_70 RFW - River Front Tr W


 

April 2015 Trails:

	New = CO_DN NMT - N Table Mtn Loop
	New = CO_DS MCL - Mt Carbon Loop
	New = CO_DS WGQ - Weaver Cr Quincey
	New = CO_DS PLT - Pinery Loop Tr
	New = CO_CR PMP - Phillip MIller Park
	New = CO_CR CVP - Crystal Valley Plum Blvd
	Mod = CO_CO_DS BC - Bear Cr Tr


 

November 2014 Trails:

	New = CO_FN BCRV - Bobcat Ridge Valley Trails
	New = CO_FN BCRW - Bobcat Ridge W Trails
	New = CO_70 CCIS - Clear Cr Greenway Idaho Springs
	New = CO_DS LOB - Lair of the Bear


 

October 2014 Trails:

	New = CO_CS BCCS - Bear Cr Regional Park
	New = CO_CS BC_MTB - Bear Cr Regional Park MTB
	New = CO_70 CV - Crystal Valley Trail
	New = CO_70 MAP - Midland, Atkinson, Conservatory Park
	Mod = CO_CS SFM - Newer trail alignments


 

Bear Cr Trail Closures  PDF

 

CO_70 New Sep 2014

	F2G - Fraser to Granby
	FRT - Fraser River Trail


 

CO_DN Changes Aug 2014

	PRN - Spratt Lake Detour
	GH - Spratt Lake Detour


 

C0_70 New Aug 2014

	BR9 - Blue River / Hwy 9
	CCSP - Clear Cr Greenway SilverPlume
	LBV - Loveland to Bakerville
	SVT - Silverthorne


 

CO_DN Changes July 2014

	COA - Extended N
	VRE - modified & extended


 

CO_FN Changes July 2014

	VRE & ATM trails moved to CO_DN


 

CO_DN changes June 2014

	PRN - Platte River N - new N Trailhead Brighton Rd @ E470
	WFC - WycoFoxCCP = closed bridge near 112th & Irma Dr
	GH - GrangeHall = new Washington St underpass


 

CO_DS changes June 2014

	DEW - DouglasEW - extension to Ridgegate Pky
	WCB - WildCatBluffs = new spurs, no longer full loop
	CPP - CastlePinesP = new trail, Took Coyote Ridge section from DEW
	DPP - DanielsParkPines = new trail Daniels Park Rd with loop
	CR - Cheese Ranch = extended S to DPP Tr
	GL - GoldLine = new trail along light rail line
	LGS - LakewoodGulchSloan = GL mods + spur
	GME - GreenMtnE = GL mods
	EG - EverGreen = new Trail Evergreen Lake to BergenPark + Elk Meadows


 

 

Construction @ Mckay Lake

	Temporary Trails on S, N & E sides


 

Many Northern Colorado Trails suffered flood damage.  Recovery will take a long time.

Check out new trail network viewing link on Colorado Page

Updates

	Maps updated
	Sep - Added Glenwood Canyon & Hanging Lake Trail
	21-23 Aug - Added Vail/Eagle & Roaring Fork Valley Trail information, maps & pics!


 


	Added PDF files for each zone




 

 

November 2012


	CO_DN - RPL NE extension
	CO_DN - EBG Holly Underpass
	CO_DN - PRN alt route @ 120th
	CO_DN - 104 Grandview Underpass


 



October 2012


	CO_70 - MB - Mineral Belt Loop - Great Self guided tour!
	CO_70 - TMC - Ten Mile Canyon - Between I70 on E side of Vail Pass


 



August 2012


	CO_70 - DRL - Dillon Reservoir Loop
	CO_70 FL - Frisco Loop
	CO_70 - FR - Frisco to Breckenridge
	CO_70 - KSM - KeyStone Montezuma
	CO_70 - SVT - SilVerThorne To Be Done


July 2012


	CO_DS - C47 - C470 - New start
	CO_DN - G47 - Golden 470 - New sections + construction
	CO_DN - GLY - Golden Leyden - New section
	CO_DN - New Trail - VBW - Van Bibber W
	CO_DN - New Trail - CBW - Colo Blvd Welby






June 2012


	Surgery kept me from doing much mapping in June
	Updated some CO_DN & CO_FN HTML & GPX files
	Updated Garmin & DeLorme Map overlays

	Planned routes for I70 zone




May 2012


	CO_CR - Added Plum Cr Pky MUP to FPY trail
	CO_CR - Extended E Plum Cr Trail
	CO_CR - Short new section of Hangman trail to RWB
	CO_DN - New = NFS - N Field Stapleton MUPS
	CO_PRN - Extension N past E 470
	CO_FN - CFP trail new underpass to connect to Harmony Rd
	CO_FN - MFE - extended N to Prospect
	CO_FN - New = PLFC - Power Trail in Ft Collins




March 2012

	Mapped .5 mi extension of PRN trail at Fairgrounds
	Mapped Elain T Valente OS trails off 104th & Platte
	Mapped Northfield / Stapleton MUPS
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